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Piano

Oh, Miss Hannah,—Ain't you com-in' out to-night?

De mock-in' bird am sing-in'—An' de moon am shin-in' bright,

De ros-es am a-
Just A Cottage Small
(By A Waterfall)
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When you've wandered alone on the highways
It's a joy to be eager and youthful
With the wind and the rain in your hair;
When your courage that never is spent;
Wisdom you've bought as you struggled for naught Toward the youth that will long For the road and a song. And it's
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Rainbow that vanished in air;
Youth that is never content;
Then a weariness comes and a longing;
For an answer the call of ambition.

Shelter and comfort apart.
Power we feel there is bliss.
And you though our
Smile on the past that has shown you at last.
The victory is won, when it's all said and done.
There is
Desire that is deep in your heart:
nothing so precious as this:

Refrain

Just a cottage small by a waterfall, At the closing of the day;
With some one to wait by a garden-gate Who will charm your troubles away, Be it humble and all
tumble down, If there's love to welcome you, Just a
cottage small by a waterfall Is a
place where dreams come true! Just a
place where dreams come true!
A ROSE FOR EVERY HEART

Words by
NELLE RICHMOND EBERHART

Music by
CHARLES WAKEFIELD CADMAN

Refrain a tempo.

Ros - es bloom - up - on a thou - sand hills,

Fair - as dawn - and red as morn - ing ray,

Sweet - with in - cense they dance up - on the spray,

Ros - es cov - er all the world to - day.
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BY THE COMPOSER OF "AT DAWNING"
To my friend Rhys Morgan

MY DESIRE
Words by NELLE RICHMOND EBERHART
Music by CHARLES WAKEFIELD CADMAN

Moderato con moto

If one day some fair God should
bend From Heaven's blue And

smile upon me as a friend Will often do, If

he should ask my heart's desire, He could not touch my breast with
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